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Customers choose Mycronic’s new MYPro Line
Mycronic, the leading Swedish high-tech company providing production equipment with high precision and
flexibility to the electronics industry, is receiving high interest from customers for the new MYPro Line, a
complete SMT assembly solution designed for smart factory connectivity, comprising state-of-the-art jet
printing, 3D SPI, pick-and-place, 3D AOI and intelligent storage solutions. With the MYPro line, customers
can achieve more flexible and profitable electronics production.
Mycronic has received two new orders on two different full-line solutions. Flexibility, high productivity and
superior production quality were key factors in choosing Mycronic. The net value of the orders amount to
approximately USD 3 million.
“We are very proud of our MYPro Line and that customers show trust in the technology and choose to invest
in the line. It demonstrates that we are creating solutions that the market needs, and help our customers to
increase their profitability and expand their business,” says Thomas Stetter, Sr VP Assembly Solutions,
Mycronic.
Two customers with two unique solutions
Eurocircuits, a Belgian manufacturer specializing in prototype and small batch PCBs, needed to increase their
production capacity in order to grow their business. They invested in two Mycronic full line solutions of jet
printers, pick-and-place machines and material handling towers.
“We are glad to have renewed our partnership with Mycronic. With this new solution we will multiply our
production capacity and increase utilization while maintaining high flexibility with quick changeovers”, says
Gabor Wachter, Director at Eurocircuits.
Wavetronix, a global leader in intelligent transportation systems in USA, specializing in freeway and
intersection applications, was facing a different challenge. With an expanding business Wavetronix needed
to increase factory productivity and invested in Mycronic’s new MY300 Trilogy Line.
“With the new Trilogy Line we expect to achieve 40-50 % in overall productivity gain over the normal 8 hour
work day,” says Robert Bigler at Wavetronix.
Mycronic’s MYPro Line - one intelligent SMT line from a single vendor
With one integrated line from a single vendor, manufacturers benefit from continuous process improvement,
real-time production insights and proactive component replenishments.
•
•
•
•
•

MY700 jet printer and dispensers, jetting high-speed, high-precision solder paste and assembly fluids
High-accuracy PI-series 3D solder paste inspection systems
MY300 pick-and-place machines, highest flexibility from batch size one up to series production
K series 3D AOI systems for automated optical inspection of printed circuit boards
SMD Tower, intelligent material handling and storage systems
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About Mycronic
Mycronic AB is a Swedish high-tech company engaged in the development, manufacture and marketing of
production equipment with high precision and flexibility requirements for the electronics industry. Mycronic
headquarters are located in Täby, north of Stockholm and the Group has subsidiaries in China, France,
Germany, Japan, Singapore, South Korea, the Netherlands, United Kingdom and the United States. Mycronic
AB (publ) is listed on NASDAQ Stockholm. www.mycronic.com

